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About This Content

British Commander: Special Weapons Regiment
The versatile Special Weapons Regiment values combined arms and well-coordinated tactics. Infantry Sections are granted

optional anti-tank upgrades and provided with powerful anti-armor grenades. Resupply Half-tracks and Typhoon strafing runs
grant your infantry more staying power on the front lines. Use improved Coordinated Fire and devastating Crocodile

flamethrower tanks to finish off your foes.

Tank Hunters Infantry Section
Tank Hunter Infantry Sections can be deployed to the targeted area. They are equipped with Boys AT Rifles and can
detect nearby vehicles. They also have access to anti-vehicle HEAT grenades.

Resupply Half-Track
Dispatch a Resupply M3 Half-track. This unique Half-track can reinforce units and deploy weapons on the frontline.

Hold The Line!
Infantry units in friendly territories gain increased defense. After a period of time, Hawker Typhoons strafe enemies on
the frontlines with rockets and machineguns.

Concentrated Fire Operation
Heavy supporting artillery will fire at the target location.
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Vanguard Operation “Crocodile”
Nearby batteries will fire a quire illumination shot to the target area while a Churchill Crocodile is deployed to the field.
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Title: COH 2 - British Commander: Special Weapons Regiment
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Memory: 2GB RAM

Processor: 2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Graphics: 512MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 2900XT)

OS: 32bit Vista

Internet: Broadband Internet connection

Hard Drive: 30GB free Hard disc space

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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It crashes every time i play it, tried reinstalling, no fix.. devs were drunk when tested this game

sorry

 worst game ever

0.5/10

better go play explorer games

those are better. I'm only going to recommend this game because of its low price. It's a good spaceship flying game for the most
part, but it shows obvious signs of time crunch as once you get to the end of the Bora half of the missions, things get ridiculous.
For those who haven't played it, GalSpan and Bora are the two factions you can choose from, each with its own ships, weapons
and missions.

Firstly, there's a bug that crashes your game if you have a certain ship and try to fly to a certain galaxy for the first time. This
can be fixed by flying any other ship, but its not obvious and if you don't have the money to buy that ship, you have to cheat it
in.

Secondly there's the simple fact that the Bora faction wasn't given enough attention. While GalSpan has a variety of polished
spacecraft with diverse capabilities to suit your needs, as well as an equally broad selection of weapons that effectively fill many
roles needed in combat, the Bora ships are underpowered, slow, have poor shields, and Bora weapons are bad in a way that I will
elaborate on in the next few paragraphs.

You see, Bora weapons are supposed to be different from GalSpan. GalSpan possesses an extensive selection of missile and
torpedo weapons. Most torpedoes are unguided, save for one that doesn't lock on but instead has a fickle auto-lock feature that
sometimes makes it chase an enemy if you fire it in the general direction and cross your fingers. These weapons are made for
fighting stationary or large targets. There are also a number of missiles, which are guided and good for fighting other small
ships. The lasers and lone machine gun are balanced in damage and energy consumption, as well as what type of damage they do
(shield and hull; each weapon does different amounts to each). And finally you get this wonderful gravity ray that devours
energy and has pathetic range, but basically brings fighters to a grinding halt while you disembowel them with laser fire.

Then there's Bora. Their lasers are pretty good, except the Pulsar, which has high performance overshadowed by energy
consumption that could bleed an aircraft carrier dry. Nothing else matters. They have sappers, which are slow-moving, unguided
bombs that are too weak to do anything to large ships and basically impossible to land on small fighters. They have the railgun,
which is a hitscan weapon with pathetic range, that might be decent if it didn't require your entire ship's energy reserve to put
out enough damage to destroy one fighter (you routinely have to fight dozens). Mind you, ship energy reserves take several
minutes to fully recharge, and this isn't acceptable in combat. They also have unguided rockets, which are great for creating
clouds of futile spam-fire as the enemy fighters slip comfortably between each warhead without taking damage. Finally, they
have this strange smart-bomb type weapon that damages ships in a tiny radius in exchange for destroying your shields, leaving
you to easily be annihilated. Complete trash.

As I said, they have some lasers which are reasonable and the only real Bora weapons worth considering. But apparently
whoever designed Bora weapons designed their ships too, and wanted to make sure we literally had to use their poorly-thought-
out weapons by making the two "best" ships in the Bora arsenal with only a single laser weapon slot each, and 3 or 4 "missile"
slots for lovely useless rockets and sappers. When you're playing as Bora, the weapons will make you beg for death, and death
will oblige FREQUENTLY and UNPREDICTABLY. You can have full shields and armor, fly up to an enemy at full speed and
ram them to death and lose 15% shields, then drift into a space station at 5mph and your shields will run away screaming and
your hull will take so much damage you can almost see it bleeding. This occurs sometimes with GalSpan, but is much rarer in
my experience.

I had to play the last two Bora missions using cheat codes (I was on easy difficulty). I tried every ship, with every combination
of weapons and wingmen I could, but Bora is designed to fail because Bora's entire existence is fundamentally a failure on the
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part of NovaLogic. Now, we might be able to just assume that, since this game was released in 2000, that would explain the
difficulty. Games throughout the 80's and 90's were such an upcoming novelty that people would pay developers for the
privilege of being kicked in the teeth by ungodly game difficulty, sitting for hours to beat a single hard level, and I think it says
a lot about consumer intelligence that we don't put up with that crap nowadays. But the GalSpan missions were very much
doable, even if many of them gave me trouble on easy difficulty, so I could at least enjoy part of the game.

I would feel bad about Bruce Campbell taunting me for using cheat codes, but if NovaLogic hadn't made such a failure of the
Bora, I wouldn't have to.

I guess what I'm saying is, play it for GalSpan, don't expect anything from the trailer-trash Bora faction, and you'll probably find
it two bucks well spent.. Pretty nice game to play alone i won tlie good job. A classy little tower defense/rpg hybrid where you're
a demon overlord letting minions of your domain live in apartments.... Interested yet?

You get a wide variety of tenants all with their own strengths, weaknesses, and personalities (some have wet dreams and read
dirty fanfiction.... relatable yet?)

In all seriousness it's a rather fun little game that at least deserves a try.... it has a NISA feel to it as well so if you've played
something like "What did I do to deserve this my lord?" It's the same concept.... Keep the overlord safe from heroes.. Very well
done. Have enjoyed many hours of planning and building. A few suggestions, possibly some weather disasters like cyclones,
prairie and forest fires perhaps? Would also like to see a fire brigade building to combat these events as well as bandit set fires.
The addition of bunkhouses housing 6 teneants to cut down on number of required shacks.. One of my fav VR games for
demo'ing to VR newbies. It's loads of fun, easy to learn and gives pretty much everyone a shot of altitude panic when they go
off the first jump. it's amazing.. A nice air shooter game. Interesting location, graphics are great, some really great puzzles. They
are challenging and fun. Points off for ending, seems like they forgot to write one. Otherwise the story was interesting but sure
would like to know how it resolved.
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I know this is supposed to be a review of sorts but...words aren't enough.. Its Lego <3. Expansion is ok but pathetic rewards in
the Shattered Realm. A thumbs because of this. Disappointed.. Short,Beautiful, and Relaxing
for some reason it makes me laugh and smile

If you feel sad you can try playing this game to cheer you up. Excellent, excellent game! Must have! It's the best VR game to
come out in a long time. Top notch writting and game mechanics. Easy for new comers to get into and great fun for experianced
folks. Can't recommend it enough!. I thought it was a good game. Atmosphere and mood was very good. Music, sound, and
graphics were good. I bought the game because it looked like a dark mystery and it has Developer\/Publisher connections to
Inner Chains and Kholat which I enjoyed both of those games. I went into the game with no spoilers. I only looked at a few
screen shots and glazed over the store page description. The only two negatives I have with the game is the whiny voice of the
father (it got on my nerves) and the needless injection of bad language into the dialogue. But that is somewhat of a norm for
many games these days. I'm glad I bought this game. I enjoyed it.
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